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♻ Recycle FROMM Strap today… for a greener 

tomorrow 

FROMM Airpad film is 100% recyclable ♻

The FROMM Group are committed to making sustainability our core 

mission within our organisation and encourage Customers to improve 

environmental objectives and  'go green‘



Who we are
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FROMM Packaging Ltd. was established in the UK in 2004 now based in Taplow, Buckinghamshire. We are 
predominantly a Sales, Marketing and Distribution company who supply the complete range of FROMM 
equipment throughout the UK.

The FROMM Group develops and produces a wide variety of systems for unitising and palletising goods for 
transport: Strapping Machines and Systems, Pallet Stretch Wrapping Machines, the patented Airpad Pillow 
System, together will all necessary consumables.

Established in 1947, the Swiss family and employs a workforce of over 1000 people worldwide.  Over 40 
subsidiaries in Europe, North and South America, South Africa, Asia and Australia along with a multitude of 
specialised sales partners throughout the world ensure – in your vicinity – professional advice, prompt customer 
service and maintenance.

Our equipment has an excellent reputation for quality and reliability throughout all market places in the world. 
Here in the UK our number one goal is to provide a high quality service to our customers which will match and 
hopefully better the reputation of the quality of our equipment. 



Environment & Sustainability
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FROMM ‘s objective is to structure and plan all environmental and Eco political actives trying to avoid direct 
and indirect pollution of the environment . 

As producer of plastic products we apply great importance to continuous improvement of material- and energy 
use. This is achieved by using state-of-the-art process engineering

Our Sustainability Policy shows how we are doing our part in making sustainability a core mission within our 
organisation 

 FROMM encourages the Customers to participate in Waste Management Program to improve 
environmental objectives to ‘go green’ 

 FROMM is committed to preserving and protecting the area’s ecosystems and natural resources 

 STARstrap™ plastic strappings are produced in the FROMM production centres exclusively from recycled 
polyester bottle material on modern state-of-the-art extrusion plant.

 To Fulfil the new EU-regulation the most plastic material has to go back to the closed-loop Recycling



Closed Loop Recycling

Our PET (Polyester) Plastic Strapping is produced in FROMM’s very own production centres, made 
exclusively from recycled polyester bottle material on modern state-of-the-art extrusion plants

Carbon footprint has to be reduced significantly and sustainability has to be ensured continuously
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Important for FROMM: long-term aspects of sustainability

Closed Loop Recycling is to help Customers to reduce their packaging waste and disposal cost and to fulfil

their environmental safeguarding objectives “go green”.



Getting started
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“Sustainability” is a priority to FROMM

 Why Recycle 
 Plastics are not biodegradable and due to the conditions in landfill, they are likely to persist there 

indefinitely. The use of recycled material saved about 85% of CO2 emissions compared with 
primary processes. Disposing of manufacturing scrap waste costs small and large organisations 
thousands of pounds each year. 

 Reducing Strap waste through recycling not only saves money, but also improves a company’s 
efforts to “go green.”

 Can I recycle any strap?  
 PET strap has to be clean; without oil, glue or glued labels on the surface 

 FROMM will only accept chopped PET (Polyester) strap. Chopped PET strap can be any colour but 
must not be contaminated by any other waste or contaminant or other types of plastic strap i.e. 
Polypropylene strap (PP) or any woven fibre straps are not accepted in this program



Preserving and Protecting
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Sustainability, the capability to equitably meet the vital human needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs by preserving and protecting the 
area’s ecosystems and natural resources. 

 Reduce 
 FROMM constantly analyses methods to reduce our industrial packaging materials as well as to 

identify opportunities to reuse and recycle these materials

 Reuse 
 FROMM have introduced Waste Management programs to limit waste by collecting our 

Customers’ used PET strapping for reuse in the production of new Strapping

 Recycle 
 FROMM /TEXPLAST operates PET recycling facility providing raw materials to all of our 

manufacturing locations
 Our PET (Polyester) Plastic Strapping is produced in FROMM’s very own production centre’s, 

made exclusively from recycled polyester bottle material on modern state-of-the-art extrusion 
plants



Waste Management Program
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Reducing Strap waste through recycling not only saves money, but also improves a company’s efforts to “go 
green.” 

 Reduce your Packaging waste in 5 easy steps
1. Collect used Polyester (PET) strap - must not be contaminated by any other waste
2. Chop used strap and store in a bulk bag 
3. Deliver to FROMM’s Distribution Centre or arrange for collection (min. weight applicable*)
4. After inspection of material; FROMM will recycle customers clean chopped PET strap 

 Enquire today to purchase a FROMM Strap Chopper 

Contact us for more information  
FROMM Packaging Ltd
Phone: 01628 648000 
Email: enquiries@fromm-pack.co.uk
FROMM Packaging Ltd.  Unit 2B, Hedsor Park Farm, Heathfield Road Taplow, Buckinghamshire, SL6 0FE


